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Stick to Your Plan
Ignore the Media
Rebalance Your Portfolio
Focus on What Really Matters

On March 11, 2020 the World Health Organization officially
declared COVID-19 (Coronavirus) a global pandemic. Lives have
been lost and economies have moved toward recession. For many,
the world will never quite be the same.

Investors are understandably concerned. They’re worried about the
health of their loved ones, and about the impact of the pandemic on
the economy, their jobs and their 401(k)s. When markets turn as
volatile and confusing as they have these past weeks, even the most
patient investors may begin to question the investment plan they’ve
been following.

At Oxford Financial Partners we’ve seen a lot of difficult markets
come and go, and we’ve learned a few timeless lessons. We’d like to
share those lessons with you in this guide.

4 Coronavirus Investing Tips
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https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---11-march-2020
https://oxfordfp.com/
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All successful investing is goal-focused and planning-driven;
all failed investing is market-focused and current outlook-driven.
Furthermore, investment plans should change only when goals
change. Despite what the market has been doing lately, don’t you
still want to live a comfortable retirement? Don’t you want to see
your children/grandchildren receive a good education? Aren’t you
still interested in leaving a legacy to those who shaped you?

Long-term plans are not changed by temporary declines. Temporary
declines do not produce permanent losses, unless one sells stocks
at the fire sale prices we’re seeing now.

If you don’t have a plan, build one now. Write it down and stick to it.

1. Stick to Your Plan

2. Ignore the Media
From where we sit, the primary function of financial “journalism”
seems to be to destroy investors’ portfolios.

“If it bleeds it leads.” The more you click or tune in, the more money
the media conglomerates make. They know that humans are drawn
to negative headlines like bees to pollen, so that’s what they lead
with. Things are rarely as bad as the headlines make it seem.

You have a powerful antidote to the media virus…just turn it
off.
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“Although you are the product of your environment, that environment
must be your proactive decision. Otherwise, you’re living reactively.” 
-Benjamin Hardy, psychologist & author of Willpower Doesn't Work

Think about it. If you want a healthy body, don’t bring junk food
into the house. If you want a healthy mind, don’t feed it media
negativity.

Don’t worry; the big, important news will reach you even if you
aren’t on your phone all day. Try going without news for a few days
and see how much your outlook improves. Your portfolio will thank
you for it.

The great companies of America and the world are on sale. By most
measures stocks are down about 30%, a discount that only comes
along about once every five years.

Smart shoppers know that the time to buy something is when it’s on
sale. You don’t get fire sale prices unless there’s a fire. Coronavirus,
and the resulting economic contraction being caused by “sheltering
in place” is a pretty big fire.

Even if you don’t have extra cash sitting idle in the bank,
you can still take advantage of these fire sale prices in your
investment account through a technique known as “rebalancing”.
With rebalancing you sell out of some asset classes that have done
well to purchase more of asset classes that have struggled. In this
environment that would imply lightening up on cash and bonds to
reinvest into stocks that are on temporarily on sale.

3. Rebalance Your Portfolio
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Rebalancing is typically done back to the target asset mix you
determined in your investment plan. Your investment plan was
created with an eye toward generating the returns needed to
achieve your long-term financial goals.

Following a disciplined rebalancing strategy is a proven method for
keeping your portfolio on track. We find that rebalancing is best
done annually as part of a financial plan review. In times of severe
market stress, however, an off cycle rebalance may provide
opportunities to enhance long-term portfolio growth.

4. Focus on What Really Matters
“The chief task in life is simply this: to identify and separate matters

so that I can say clearly to myself which are externals not under
my control, and which have to do with the choices I actually

control.” - Epictetus

The Coronavirus and its many effects could not have been
anticipated and were not under our control. Governments and
markets will have their reactions, and we will adjust our lives
accordingly in this volatile environment. Some will see only woe and
dark skies, while others will see this time as an opportunity to
reconnect with what really matters in this life.
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If you find yourself living under a shelter in place order, try the
following:

Reconnect with family – put down the phones, play board
games, look at family photos.
Clear your head – get outside, go for a walk and take
someone with you…a family member, a friend, a pet.
Learn something new – piano, language, knitting.
Look up a new recipe and cook something healthy.
Write in a journal what you’re feeling, new experiences you’ve

Help an elderly neighbor.
Get in shape.
Commit to making positive changes in your life, using this
time as an opportunity to reset.

had, what you’re looking forward to when things get back to
normal. Review the journal after this thing passes.
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Moving Forward
Challenging times call for clear advice from someone you can
trust.

For years we’ve followed a proprietary investment system
called Power of 5 Investing®. We built Power of 5 Investing® to
help clients persevere in bad times, and prosper in good times.
These timeless principles were battle tested in the last crisis, and
they’ll work again in this one.

If you or someone you care about has concerns about their
financial goals and how their portfolio is positioned for success,
have them contact us. We offer a free “Get Acquainted” meeting by
phone or video. Our process is very social distancing friendly.
Click here to book time on our calendar today.

https://oxfordfp.com/working-with-us/power-of-5-investing
https://oxfordfp.com/schedule-now
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